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The attractions at P of the elements QQ'. RR' are respectively m'dsjui and mfds2/u2. But since ^i1dO/dsl and iizdd/ds^ are each equal to cos <£, we see that each of these attractions is equal to m'd6/cos (f). The attractions are therefore equal.
If P is inside the circle, these attractions balance each other. The^^jant attraction of the whole circle is zero. The potential is therefore constant and equal to that at the centre.
56. IfJ° is outside the circle as at P9 let 6 = OP'Q, r' = OP'; then r' sin 6 = a sin <£. The attraction of each of the elements at Q and R being m'dQ/cos <f>, the resolved attraction at P' of the whole circle along P'O is
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The limits of 6 are found by drawing two tangents from P' to the circle; the integral is to be taken from sin 6 = — a/r' to + a/r'. We therefore find X = M/r where M = 27ram'.
The attraction therefore of the ring is the same as if its whole mass were collected into its centre. The attraction of the cylindrical layer at an external point is the same as if its whole mass were equally distributed along the axis.
The potential is deduced from the attraction by integrating dV/dr = — M/r. The potential at an external point is therefore V = C — M log r. We know by Art. 50 that the constant C is really infinite.
57. The attraction of a solid cylindrical shell bounded internally and externally by coaxal right circular cylinders may be deduced from the preceding results.
By dividing the body into elementary cylindrical shells we see at once that the attraction and potential at an external point are the same as if the whole mass were equally distributed along the axis.
At an internal point the attraction is zero and the potential is an infinite constant.
Lastly, let P be any point in the substance of the shell, r its distance from the axis. Let us describe a coaxal cylinder passing through P and dividing the whole attracting body into two shells. The attraction at P of the outer shell is zero; the attraction of the inner is the same as if its mass were arranged along the axis.

